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Dear parents,
Another successful year draws to a close. It is amazing how much has been achieved by
the children, staff and parents in one year. The achievements extend from the
academic, to the sporting and the creative arts to the numerous fun and fundraising
programs at Buddhi. We achieve so much because we work together as a team and this
is one of the greatest strengths of our school.
We appreciate and thank you for your constant support. Here is a glimpse of what your
children have achieved in 2018.

BUDDHI SCHOOL GAMES – 1st to 3rd august 2018
The annual Buddhi Matches were organised at XLR8 sports centre from 1st to 3rd August 2018.
Matches for badminton, swimming, football and basketball were conducted for ages 7 to 16 in
various categories. The children were tremendously excited and eager to compete against each
other. The had trained hard in the previous weeks and were well prepared for the upcoming
challenge! The juniors participated in swimming and football events, while the seniors took on
competitive events in swimming, badminton, football and basketball. Parents and guests were equally
charged up and cheered them hard showing their enthusiasm and support.
The matches were keenly contested by children displaying amazing skill for ones so young and
employed impressive strategies and tactics in the team events. We were pleased to see the young
athletes very focused during their matches and many of them showed a lot of grit in the Swimming
and Badminton events. Endurance and determination came through strongly while we saw them
pushing hard to win that extra point or cover that seemingly impossible bit of distance!
What made the experience very special and delightful for spectators was the excellent
sportsmanship displayed by our young athletes. It made us proud to see the players passionately
defending their territory while also gracefully acknowledging their opponents. Win or lose, the spirit
of sports was preserved. Congratulations kids!

BOOK STORE VISIT – 7TH AUGUST
The senior primary students visited Sahitya Sadan Book store in Sahakar Nagar to pick books of their
choice to help build the Buddhi Primary Library. Each child spent an hour, carefully selecting books and
were very thrilled with the books that had been placed before the cahier. All the children were eagerly
waiting for it to be billed and wanted to know when they could start reading them in school. They couldn’t
curtail the excitement within. It was amazing to watch the children pick books, given the budget to each
work together to put their money together to pick one expensive book or decide amongst themselves which
ones to pick and which ones to leave behind. The Book Store visit was not just to bring back books, but also
to allow the class to work as a team to get what they would like to read.

ACHIEVEMENT IN TENNIS -10TH AUGUST
Our budding tennis star Saniya continues her winning streak as she and her partner, Hrudaya were
runners up at the under 18 super series in Secunderabad. Congratulations young champ!

INDEPENDENCE DAY – 15th august
Buddhi celebrated India’s 72nd Independence Day this year with much gaiety and childlike patriotic fervour.
Grandparents, parents and other guests graced the occasion with their presence and made the celebration that much
more special! Children and the Buddhi staff & teachers arrived proudly dressed in national colors to their school,
bedecked in beautiful tri color decorations, all of which were made by the children in the weeks running up to this
important date!
The celebration started with a team of children unfurling the national flag while the entire Buddhi team
enthusiastically sang the national anthem. The children and teachers had produced an interesting cultural show
comprising of various performances and a patriotic dedication to the brave soldiers of India. The show started with a
short skit on ‘bravery’ by the senior primary children and the juniors danced to the rhythmic ‘One India’ mashup
medley, with much enthusiasm and surprising grace! This was followed by the senior primary children presenting a
beautiful rendition of a Bengali song extolling the the beauty of our land.
The high school students spoke about the Indian Gallantry Awards and dedicated their talk to the brave soldiers of
independent India! The entire primary group of children then walked the fashion ramp exhibiting their very own
creations which they had worked hard on during their learning about Independent India in their Discovery classes
that term. This was followed by an athletic show of fitness by the senior primary children, which had them racing
through hurdles and obstacles to the tagline - ‘Hum Fiit toh India Fit!’. Last but not the least, was the awards
presentation for the recently concluded Buddhi Matches, and trophies and medals for swimming, badminton and
football were handed to the winners. Nobody was disappointed as everyone carried home certificates for
participating successfully. The programme ended with the Buddhi school band playing the ‘Jai Ho’ song much to the
delight of a by now mesmerized audience. JAI HIND!

dk

Halloween – 31st OCTOBER
Halloween in Buddhi School is always welcomed with ghoulish enthusiasm and this year too we definitely
spooked things up with all sorts of costumes - a pirate, a killer, the grim reaper, Han Solo, a very joyful
clown, black cats, skeletons, zombies, ghosts and witches! There were carved spooky pumpkins announcing
the occasion to all who dared venture into Buddhi that day to soak in the chilling atmosphere!
Dressed in our spookiest best we went straight to work distributing candy and scary treats such as
spiders, ghouls, monsters, etc. to our friends. We danced and had a fun time trying our best to scare
everyone and eating as much candy as we could!
What’s more some of us turned our classrooms into creepy dark spaces with evil lurking everywhere,
behind spider webs, blood stained doors and dark corners and where few dared to enter - Brrrrr!

Diwali carnival – 2nd November
Buddhi welcomed Diwali carnival style, filled with fun, lights and colour! There was great excitement as
children - from little ones, teens and young adults and their teachers - planned and worked on the
decorations, games and treats for the grand event. Work began in our art classes even before the
Dussehra break, with preschoolers painting brightly coloured diyas and strip sheet torans that we used to
adorn the 'ramp' leading to their classroom. Not to be left behind, all our primarians and middlers crafted
colourful paper lanterns to adorn doorways and produced lovely scratch art work that emblazoned our
foyer walls in a sharp contrast of colours. A variety of other adornments from jute covered glass jars,
beautifully painted clay diyas, beaded CDs, colorful torans and rainbow paper diyas brought our earthy
walls and floors to life.
Run up to D-Day saw our kitchen buzzing with the sound of vegetable graters, pans & ladles as children and
teachers prepared the treats - gajar halwa, bhel, cake pops, vada pav, capsicum kajjikais, mint mojitos and
milk shakes in a variety of flavours. A massive food production indeed!
Our skilled and resourceful middlers quickly responded to last minute problems and urgencies with their
customary speed and energy, saving the day on more than a few occasions. They're not called the Buddhi
superheroes for nothing!

The carnival opened in a burst of colour at the gate, with our favourite gooseberry tree greeting
visitors in decked up finery. Gorgeously dressed staff members welcomed guests in our foyer, that
was transformed into a temple style courtyard with flower adorned pots & walls and beautiful coconut
shell diyas. What a visual treat! But wait, there's more. Our floors came alive with exquisite rangolis
created with ingredients you would see in a traditional south indian wedding perhaps - betel nuts, paan
leaves, bananas, bangles, groundnuts and mehendi cones. A very creative touch indeed! Designs in holi
colours and kitchen pulses added a lovely variety too.
The fun never ended with stalls peddling games, mehendi art, food and drink non-stop, till everything
ran out! Last but not the least the 'Art Stop' selling products created by our budding artists saw
brisk sales too. As nightfall approached, everyone was invited to light a diya each and transform the
evening and space into a beautiful canvas of light and good cheer. As our young ones danced to
entertain their parents and friends, the carnival ended on a very happy note that we hope will
continue till our next celebration. Happy Diwali from Team Buddhi!

OUT BOUND TRIPS – NOVEMBER
DODDABALLAPUR PEGASUS CAMP – 14TH TO 16TH NOVEMBER (SENIOR PRIMARY)
Memories of school trips are among the most prominent of the formative years, largely because they are a
welcome break in the routine for both students and teachers. While their purpose is essentially to educate, they
can also be a fun bonding experience for everyone involved. Our Senior primary students thoroughly enjoyed their
one and half hours of bus journey to Doddaballapur Pegasus Camp during which time they happily munched on
snacks while chattering incessantly.

After reaching the camp, the host welcomed the children with delicious snacks and led them to their respective
tents. After having quick refreshments all the children were taken for a campus exploration wal. All of them were
excited to see new members in the campus - Emu birds! Wow! Later they returned to their tents and engaged in
some free play till dinner time. Imagine their delight at being greeted by a bright and blazing bonfire at the dining
venue. What a treat!
Next day morning they set out for a trek to the lake. After enjoying the lovely terrain and a vigorous walk, the
children had a hearty breakfast. What followed was a whole day of interesting activities which all the children
enjoyed and participated with a lot of energy and enthusiasm. After a delicious lunch which had some home-grown
vegetables, the children got together to plan their night party. As the afternoon heat subsided, they all gathered
at the obstacle course on the field again. They cleared each hurdle with surprising determination that seemed to
have been born of the time they had spent outdoors during the last 24 hours and everyone cleared the course
without a hitch. The very tall Burma Bridge of course was the most popular of the hurdles and traversing it was
great fun and also made them feel supremely confident and fearless! Next was the highly awaited party “Buddhi
Got Talent” which had the children rollicking and jumping around the bonfire again and the eventful day ended
with a delicious dinner.

Waking up refreshed next day morning had them ready and eager at breakfast, which they had amid a
lot of excited chatter. Before they packed up their stuff, they all had a fun time playing football and
‘hanging out’ together as they all love to do. After thanking their hosts at the camp they set back to
school with lots of memories and happiness.

PUNE PEGASUS CAMP – 12TH TO 16TH NOVEMBER (MIDDLE SCHOOL)
15 of our middle school students, accompanied by their teachers Ms. Samyuktha and Mrs. Rathna Samson, went to
Pegasus Institute at Pune for their annual outbound trip and this time it was for a whole week, from 12th to 16th
November!
After a thrilling air journey, the excited group reached the ‘Pegasus Camp’ by evening and were greeted by a
lovely sight. The camp is located 84 km from Pune airport and is a heaven for nature lovers. The students got an
opportunity to behold nature at its best and thoroughly enjoyed the change from the concrete jungle they all live
in. The students were ready for adventure and straightaway got down to exploring the camp! After a meeting with
their camp instructors and detailed instructions on camp conduct and safety, they all settled into their
comfortable rooms.
The fun started from the word go, as they enthusiastically enjoyed the freshness of the air and were
overwhelmed to see themselves surrounded by a beautiful lake and rolling hills all around. Then came activities for
them that challenged their thinking and work abilities, which they completed very sportingly and learnt a lot about
themselves in the process. As darkness set in, it was time for their night meal around the campfire and the
students enjoyed singing, dancing and bantering around their friends over a memorable dinner!
The visits to Simhgarh fort, Karla/Bedse caves and the Environment school near Lonavala, which makes the best
of waste left by tourists, was aimed at enabling our students to develop an appreciation and create awareness
about their country’s history, cultural roots, environment conservation and sustainable living. They were
introduced to fascinating historical facts and sights as well as the knowledge and awareness for protection and
conservation. ‘We should preserve every scrap of material as priceless, while we learn to use it and come to
understand what it means to humanity’ - lofty words indeed, but invaluable learning for them about the steps we
can take to save our environment.

History and environment bundled together, hopefully made the children aware of the legacy they have
all inherited from the past generations, good and bad, and what it will take to fix and preserve it. It
was a fun filled and informative experience overall, and which also highlighted an important fact - that
being of service to others truly makes one happy!
In keeping with the spirit of ‘Children’s Day’ on 14th Nov, they all watched a beautiful movie about
teacher-student bonding and how working together, the teacher and student can build a wonderful
relationship to help make the impossible happen!
The experience of the trip was enriching without doubt for our young students, and made them more
confident, courageous and hopefully helped them overcome some their fears & self doubts. They will
always remember their Pune adventure fondly and will certainly nurture these memories for a lifetime.
It has been quite rightly said that the heart of education lies in education of the heart! A child's heart
not only seeks knowledge but also yearns for fun and a chance to learn by doing, and this trip certainly
provided it all - fun, experience and the novelty of new and exciting things, places, people and
challenges.

Here below are what some of the students have written of their experience.
THE PUNE TRIP

You’d think a hearty meal would end the night?
You’ll be surprised to see that you’re definitely not

Leaving for the trip it's gonna be a blast,
We're gonna savour every moment until the
last.
Once we reached, mishaps occurred
But still overcome with excitement we all
slurred.
Long bus rides we had to bear,
But complain about It we would not dare.

right.
Wholesome food was just the start,
For talking all night was the best part.
During the day was fun as well
But the weather was hot and that wasn’t swell.
Soon the end came and it was awfully sad
Saying goodbye was tremendously bad.
But an amazing time we all had for sure

We had too much fun along the way
So making noise would ruin the day.
Spending time with all our friends,
Having fun would never end!

New experiences Like this we definitely can’t wait for!
- Yasho

PUNE
The Pune Trip was all round an awesome and fun experience, but personally the Singhad visit was the
best part. It was really nice seeing the fort, and the view from the hill top was beautiful. I learnt quite
a bit about the ancient history behind the fort, the caves were used as resourceful but also secret
escapes. It was built perfectly as a military strategic defence as any attack would be very difficult
from the location. The actual fort itself was still amazing, some the sculptures and the prayer hall were
also quite unique. But the experience was really cool, and I highly recommend to visit the fort if you are
already in Pune, it’s worth the trip.

Manav Hariraj

PUNE TRIP

The trip to Pune with my classmates was one of the most enjoyable experiences to date. It was filled with
fun and happiness, and I’m grateful to the school for organizing this trip for us, and to Rathna and Samyukta
Ma’am.
So, first we all assembled at Kempegowda International Airport’s departure gates by 8:15 in the morning.
After saying goodbyes to our family who came to drop us, we went inside in a line and went to check in our
luggage. It was a pretty quick process, and afterwards we all went through security, which I actually
enjoyed a lot. Airports in general make me feel amazing, I just love the vibe of it.
Then, we had some time to eat or look around the airport, so we did! Some of us rushed to KFC for some
greasy goodness, and others decided on some healthier options. Then, by 10:00 AM we were boarding. I was
getting nervous, as I love airports but hate planes. Quite ironic. Now in the interior of the plane, some of us
switched seats and put on our headphones to relax for the ride, while I was getting really excited but
anxious as well.
Then came take off, which was scary. I clutched onto the seat extremely hard. Once the plane was cruising
through the air and the airhostess began to serve food, I felt at ease, as I knew that everything is okay. I
spoke with my friends, sang silently and even danced for a bit. The plane ride was very enjoyable!
And then came the infamous landing. I, of course, was getting thrilled but landings always scare me. And oh
wow, this one did! At first it was going pretty well, until the plane literally dropped onto the runway and
zoomed at an extremely high speed, which I’m sure isn’t normal. It was like my heart was beating at 100000
MPH. And then, everything seemed good and normal. We landed in Pune and it was a start of a new and fresh
experience.
Anvita

CHILDRENS DAY
Not to be left behind, the children at school here celebrated Children’s Day as well by feasting on cake,
specially made by our very own master chef teacher – Ms. Rupa, adding sweetness to their special day.

SNAKE AWARENESS TALK BY VIVEK URS

- 29TH nOVEMBER

With the sighting of snakes on one or two occasions in the school premises, the management brought in animal rescue & snake expert,
Mr. Vivek Urs to educate us all about these beautiful creatures. A fascinated and awestruck audience of children, students and staff
watched as he showed pictures and described all the different types of venomous and non-venomous snakes that have been sighted in
and around Bangalore. More importantly, he explained their behaviours and told us what we should do and be mindful of in avoiding
contact with these wild creatures. Mr. Vivek has rescued many snakes and he explained that as long as one doesn’t approach the
snake, it will not attack. Snakes come out when the temperature changes and go looking for warmth, and that we should all be alert at
such times.
The children shared their view about snakes too, and Mr. Vivek clarified and cleared the myths about them. He shared some of his
experiences while rescuing snakes and showed us a video of how he rescued a snake from a water treatment plant. We were
impressed to know how daring a snake rescue task can be and how life threatening as well. I’m sure our students have new found
admiration and respect for people who work with animals and will do all they can to support them in their difficult jobs!
The talk was very informative and put everyone at ease, knowing that one shouldn’t be afraid of snakes – they attack only if they feel
threatened. In the end, we humans have taken over their homes, we need to live in harmony with nature and respect all creatures.

WEASELY – HOME FOR THE AGED – 17TH DECEMBER
When we went to the old age home, we all sat down and gave cards to them and they all were very happy
and the smile on their face was so nice. We sang carols and they were happy and then two girls danced for
them and we all had so much fun. I hope we can go again.
In the words of Nila
Experience at Weasley home
The trip to Wesley Home was exciting for all of us. It was a small home with approximately 10 residents.
Aunty Harris gave us a warm welcome as she distributed chocolates. We entertained the residents by
singing Christmas carols and dancing. We gave them our greeting cards that we made for them they really
liked it.
We were there for about half an hour. Then it was time for us to leave we said our goodbyes and left. I
have never been to an old age home before so this was a memorable experience.
In the words of Vishal

Old age home
The morning of 17th December 2018, the 6th to 9th graders of Buddhi visited a home for the aged as our
last activity before the Christmas holidays. About the whole 30 of us were warmly welcomed as we
handed out our personal cards to the people there, we talked and entertained them, put a sort-of-smile on
their faces and took leave. I think it was a great idea to visit and old age home and the teachers who
organized it had good intentions before the holidays, however on the spot it was. All though we may have
ended up making them a little bit happier, I’ve always had mixed feelings about going to an orphanage or
an old age home, because there is a fine line between being there and making someone feel better, and
feeling sorry them. But in general, the 2 hours yesterday was a good trip.
Thanks,
Manav

CHRISTMAS AT BUDDHI

Christmas is an annual festival commemorating the birth of Jesus Christ. Quite often in today’s world it
is thought of more as a time to party! So Buddhi set out to change this notion for our students and
instead make it about a time to share and spread love and happiness to all around us. We wanted the
children to experience the true spirit of Christmas.
We started therefore with our senior school students visiting Wesley Home for the aged on 17th Dec, to
share Christmas joy with the residents there. Needless to say, they were extremely touched by the
gesture and our students learnt a valuable lesson of respecting the elderly and understanding that all
that they want is to be loved. The students were very surprised the know how much their new friends
had to share. One of the elders had travelled to 70 countries. Wow! The students took handmade cards,
fruits and biscuits, which was received with real pleasure by the residents. The children then
entertained them with Christmas carols and danced for them too. By the end of the visit, the children
had managed to put a smile on each of their faces and received a whole lot of blessings, hugs and kisses
in return. A heartwarming experience for sure and a wonderful way to begin the Christmas season!
Back at school the corridors of Buddhi were being decked with all the trimmings and decorations the
children had beautifully created in their art class. Children of preschool and primary decorated the
brand new Christmas tree, with ornaments that they had previously made in school and hung them up with
sense of belonging and pride.

On 18th, we saw all the children and teachers arriving at school dressed in Christmas colours - red, white and green! The
festivities began with primary children singing a medley of Christmas carols followed by the middle school band and our mini
choir performing, ‘Jingle Bell Rock’. We had a surprise visitor - guess who?…. It was none other than our very own Santa Claus,
popping up suddenly much to the joy of our young ones, who shrieked in delight and excitement. Our tiny tots jumped up and
danced along with Santa while grabbing as much candy as they could and relished all the treats.
Then came the ever popular Secret Santa event. The primary children each brought a small gift to present to a fellow
student, as per the concept of Secret Santa. Each child picked a name from a bowl filled with all the names of the children in
their class and they then presented their gift to that child. All the gifts were brown paper wrapped and decorated by the
children themselves in their art class. The children could barely contain their excitement on receiving their gifts, which they
opened almost immediately on receiving them.
The dining room was buzzing with excitement, when the children were told that there was ice cream for dessert! With topping
of their choice - chocolate and strawberry syrup, sprinkles and chocolate chips - for the first time we witnessed children
finishing their lunch in record time and running to queue up for their dessert! The children devoured the ice cream in no time
and ran for a seconds and thirds. It was an absolute pleasure to watch the children enjoy the ice cream so thoroughly. They
say, ‘Happiness comes in small packages.’ Ice cream brought happiness to the children that day and watching this happiness
brought joy to the hearts of the staff and management.
We all parted ways wishing each other a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

From the office
2018 has been an exciting year and we have seen our school grow in size. We welcomed a record
number of new students and enjoyed every minute of their time with us.
We are happy to let you know that as we continue to grow, we will be adding new facilities to cater to
this growth.
1. New infrastructure is being added by way of an auditorium, performance space and a recreational
centre for our senior students. Work for this will begin in January 2019 and we hope to complete it
before term 2 starts in June.
2. We are also installing a new preventive safety system at Buddhi starting January 2019. This is an
Artificial Intellingence powered preventive safety system for schools that will work in addition to
our existing CCTV system, thereby making security full proof against intrusion, violent crime and
medical emergencies. This will be fully tested and operational by mid-January 2019.

Watch out for more news on this!

Last but not the least, I would like to thank the entire staff of Buddhi for their dedication and
commitment to making learning fun for all our students. It has been a year of changes and they have
embraced it all with goodwill and fortitude and continued to provide the best education for their
students.
I would also like to thank all parents and careers for supporting us through some challenging times this
year and continuing to keep the faith in Buddhi. A great deal of what we do in school cannot be achieved
without your co-operation and backing and we truly appreciate your support. Many thanks and we look
forward to working more closely with you from January 2019.
Finally, I would like to wish all children who are leaving us at the end of this academic year all the very
best on their next journey. I know they have all had a great start here at Buddhi and know that they will
go on to achieve great things in the future.
Have a wonderful Christmas holiday and we look forward to seeing you all again on Thursday, 3
2019!

Rajeshwari
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